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Abstract We isolate the role of the ocean in polar climate change by directly evaluating how changes
in ocean dynamics with quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling impact high-latitude climate. With CO2 doubling,
the ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC) shifts poleward in winter in both hemispheres. Imposing this
pattern of perturbed OHFC in a global climate model results in a poleward shift in ocean-to-atmosphere
turbulent heat fluxes (both sensible and latent) and sea ice retreat; the high latitudes warm,
while the midlatitudes cool, thereby amplifying polar warming. Furthermore, midlatitude cooling
is propagated to the polar midtroposphere on isentropic surfaces, augmenting the (positive) lapse
rate feedback at high latitudes. These results highlight the key role played by the partitioning
of meridional energy transport changes between the atmosphere and ocean in high-latitude
climate change.

1. Introduction

The impact of ocean dynamics on polar climate evolution remains uncertain. Many studies suggest a promi-
nent role for the ocean in high-latitude climate sensitivity. Increased ocean heat transport into the Arctic
correlates positively with Arctic amplification in climate model intercomparison studies (Holland & Bitz, 2003;
Hwang et al., 2011; Mahlstein & Knutti, 2011), while atmospheric moist static energy transport changes are
negatively correlated (Hwang et al., 2011). In the Antarctic, anthropogenic forcings (both greenhouse gas
increase and stratospheric ozone depletion) have stimulated increased heat uptake over the Southern Ocean
(Purkey & Johnson, 2010), acting to damp surface warming both locally and globally (Rose et al., 2014).
Indeed, polar climate warming is more symmetric between hemispheres when ocean dynamics are held fixed
(Bitz et al., 2006), suggesting that differences in the transient ocean response may elicit the very different
Arctic and Antarctic climate sensitivities found when atmosphere and ocean are coupled.

Despite evidence that ocean dynamics are a key factor in polar climate change, radiative feedback studies
present a less consistent picture of the ocean’s role. Both Winton (2006) and Pithan and Mauritsen (2014)
show that longwave temperature feedbacks dominate high-latitude warming and amplification, while the
ice-albedo feedback plays a less central role than previously assumed (see, e.g., Manabe & Wetherald, 1975).
Indeed, that winter warming greatly exceeds summer warming in the Arctic suggests a greater role for pro-
cesses that operate in polar night, including longwave feedbacks and dynamic energy transports. While
Winton (2006) finds that the change in the total meridional energy transport into the Arctic is nearly as impor-
tant to Arctic amplification as the temperature longwave feedbacks, Pithan and Mauritsen (2014) find that
neither ocean nor atmospheric energy transports contribute substantially to polar amplification compared to
the high-latitude lapse rate feedback.

Nummelin et al. (2017) propose that the discrepancy between radiative feedback calculations, such as that
performed by Pithan and Mauritsen (2014), and studies like Holland and Bitz (2003) that link Arctic amplifica-
tion to ocean heat transport changes is due to the spatial heterogeneity of the ocean heat transport (OHT)
response to CO2-induced warming. In the Northern Hemisphere (NH), OHT decreases in the tropics and mid-
latitudes, remains unchanged in the subpolar regions, and increases in the Arctic itself; therefore, as expected,
the covariance between polar amplification and OHT depends on the region in which both are measured
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Table 1
Description of Slab Ocean Model (SOM) Experiments

Experiment name Atmospheric state Ocean state

Control 1XCO2 Control OHFC

PertAtm 2XCO2 Control OHFC

PertOcn 1XCO2 Perturbed (2XCO2) OHFC

PertAtm+PertOcn 2XCO2 Perturbed (2XCO2) OHFC

Note. “Perturbed (2XCO2) OHFC” indicates that the ocean fluxes prescribed
in the slab ocean model are derived from the 2XCO2_300yr (CO2 doubling
following 300) experiment rather than a preindustrial control as in the
“Control OHFC” case.

(Holland & Bitz, 2003; Nummelin et al., 2017). These findings suggest that the
ocean’s role in polar warming is best assessed holistically: how do changes in
global ocean dynamics linked to CO2-induced warming impact the climate
system, and more specifically, the high latitudes?

In this study, we consider the role of changing ocean dynamics in the polar
climate response to CO2 doubling in both hemispheres. We focus on winter
and show that at quasi-equilibrium, CO2-induced warming produces sim-
ilar changes in the ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC) in the Arctic and
Antarctic. We analyze the climatic impact of this OHFC change by imposing
it in a slab ocean model framework and use local feedback analysis tech-
niques to isolate mechanisms (both local and remote) by which changing
ocean dynamics impacts polar climates.

2. Experimental Design

The quasi-equilibrium ocean response to CO2 doubling is computed by running a fully coupled configuration
of the Community Earth System Model version 1.1 (CESM1) (Hurrell et al., 2013) at nominally 1∘ spatial reso-
lution with components as follows: Community Atmosphere Model version 5 (CAM5) (Neale et al., 2012); the
Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (Danabasoglu et al., 2012), which utilizes the subgrid-scale eddy parame-
terization of Gent and McWilliams (1992); the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model (Hunke & Lipscomb, 2008); and the
Community Land Model version 4 (Oleson et al., 2010). Branching from a preindustrial control run (piC), carbon
dioxide is doubled abruptly from its preindustrial levels (284 to 568 ppm) for 330 years, with all other param-
eters held constant (2XCO2_300 yr). The climatology is computed over the final 30 years of the simulation.
The net top-of-atmosphere energy imbalance from years 300 to 330 is 0.2 W m−2, indicating that net ocean
heat uptake is small and the simulation is close to radiative equilibrium.

The ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC) monthly fields are computed from the fully coupled piC run (Cont
OHFC) and the 2XCO2_300yr run (Pert OHFC) using the “Q-flux” formulation described by Bitz et al. (2012)

𝜌wcphML
dTML

dt
= Fnet − Qflx, (1)

where Qflx is the OHFC, Fnet is the net surface heat flux, TML is the temperature of the mixed layer, cp is the heat
capacity of seawater, and 𝜌w is the density of seawater. The mixed layer depth, hML, is taken to be the annual
mean depth following Bailey et al. (2010).

Four CESM1 experiments utilizing a slab ocean model (SOM) are performed, as outlined in Table 1, with
either Cont OHFC or Pert OHFC prescribed in the SOM and with CO2 held at either its preindustrial concen-
tration (1XCO2) or doubled (2XCO2). The slab ocean framework permits the role of ocean dynamics in the
climate system response to be isolated by substituting the SOM (with a prescribed monthly varying Qflx) in
place of the fully dynamic ocean model. The SOM is incapable of moving heat, either vertically or laterally,
other than as parameterized through the prescribed OHFC. Since the ocean dynamics are prescribed and
cannot change, the elements of the climate system response attributable to a particular ocean state can
be identified.

In PertAtm (2XCO2, Cont OHFC; see Table 1), the ocean is not allowed to respond to atmospheric CO2 doubling,
thereby isolating parts of the climate system response that are independent of changes in ocean dynamics.
On the other hand, PertOcn (1XCO2, Pert OHFC) isolates the climate impact of the ocean response to CO2

doubling, apart from other changes rendered by CO2 doubling. Finally, PertAtm+PertOcn (2XCO2, Pert OHFC)
includes the climatic effects of both CO2 doubling and the ocean response to CO2 doubling; this experiment
produces a climate state similar to that in 2XCO2_300yr (see supporting information (SI) section S1). All per-
turbation SOM experiments are differenced from the Control SOM (1XCO2, Cont OHFC). Perturbation SOM
experiments are compared to each other rather than the fully coupled 2XCO2_300yr experiment because SOM
climatologies differ from fully coupled climatologies due to loss of high-frequency ocean variability (i.e., sub-
monthly time scales) in the former. Each CESM-SOM experiment is run for 60 years, with seasonal climatologies
constructed from the final 30 years.
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3. Results
3.1. The Ocean Response to Quasi-Equilibrium CO2 Doubling
With quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling, the OHFC and sea ice respond in a way that is strongly seasonal and
remarkably similar between the Arctic and Antarctic. The winter OHFC shifts poleward in both hemispheres
(Figures 1b and 1c), with OHFC decreasing equatorward of the climatological ice edge; the region of increased
OHFC is coincident with regions of winter sea ice loss in both hemispheres, reflecting strong coupling between
the OHFC and the ice edge (Bitz et al., 2005; Rose et al., 2013). In summer, on the other hand, the OHFC
decreases modestly in both hemispheres with little relation to ice loss (Figures 1a and 1d).

Closer examination of the winter season response reveals regional and hemispheric differences in the OHFC
and sea ice changes. In the Arctic, increased winter OHFC and ice loss are greatest in the Greenland, Barent,
Bering, and Okhostk Seas; ice loss and increased OHFC extend nearly to the pole (Figure 1b). In the Antarctic,
greater winter OHFC and ice loss are relatively evenly distributed around the continent; the smallest responses
are in the Weddell and Ross Seas, where the OHFC increase is modest (Figure 1c).

The seasonal implied ocean heat transport (OHT) change at latitude 𝜙0 may be computed in the oceanic
mixed layer using the mixed layer OHFC (Qflx) as

OHT(𝜙0) = 2𝜋r2
Earth ∫

𝜙0

−𝜋∕2
(Qflx(𝜙) − Rstorage(𝜙)) cos𝜙d𝜙, (2)

where rEarth is the planetary radius and Rstorage is the mixed layer heat storage. With CO2 doubling, there is
decreased winter OHT in the midlatitudes and subpolar regions but increased OHT closer to the poles in both
hemispheres (Figure 1e). This response has been identified in the Arctic in a range of climate models (Holland
& Bitz, 2003; Hwang et al., 2011) and has been attributed to decreased subpolar heat loss that results in
more poleward ocean heat advection at higher latitudes (Nummelin et al., 2017). In the remainder of this
study, we focus on the climate impact of this dynamic ocean response (i.e., changes in OHFC) that accompa-
nies quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling. We leave further, more detailed, assessment of this ocean response for
future work.

3.2. The Climate Impact of the Quasi-Equilibrium Ocean Response to CO2 Doubling
When imposed in the CESM-SOM, the Pert OHFC (as computed from the fully coupled quasi-equilibrium CO2

doubling experiment and imposed in PertOcn and PertAtm+PertOcn) produces a range of winter season cli-
mate impacts that modify the effects of CO2 doubling by itself (i.e., without any ocean adjustments, as in
PertAtm). These impacts are similar between the Arctic and Antarctic, and we outline them here.

First, imposing Pert OHFC warms the high latitudes and cools the lower latitudes in winter (colors,
Figures 2a–2c and 2e–2g). Warming over the polar oceans and cooling over the subpolar areas are apparent
in PertOcn (Figures 2b and 2f). Compared to PertAtm, PertAtm+PertOcn warms less in the midlatitudes and
subpolar areas and warms more closer to the pole (compare Figures 2a and 2e to 2c and 2g; see also Figures 2d
and 2h). In the Arctic, the high-latitude warming extends over the entire Arctic Ocean and surrounding boreal
North America and Eurasia; Greenland, notably, cools. In the Antarctic, warming is focused around the periph-
ery of the continent, with cooling over the Ross and Weddell Seas, and the continent itself. Extrapolar cooling
is more extensive in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) than Southern Hemisphere (SH).

Greater polar amplification of warming is evident when Pert OHFC is imposed (Table 2, compare PertAtm+
PertOcn and PertAtm), due to both greater warming over the polar regions and less warming over the extrap-
olar regions. The increase in polar amplification is more pronounced in the NH, where ΔTpolar∕ΔTglobal over
ocean increases from 3.0 to 3.6 (with ΔTpolar computed poleward of 65∘N/65∘S in the NH/SH) . The increase is
smaller in the SH, where polar amplification over ocean increases from 1.5 to 1.6. While greater polar temper-
atures over ocean are evident in the SH in PertOcn, the climate response is less linear in the SH high latitudes
than the NH (i.e., the sum of PertAtm and PertOcn differs notably from PertAtm+PertOcn; see SI section S2),
and there is less Antarctic warming in PertAtm+PertOcn than in PertAtm (Table 2). This nonlinearity in the SH is
due to a nonlinear cloud response, which damps the impact of Pert OHFC in the PertAtm+PertOcn experiment
(see SI section S3).

In both hemispheres, the high-latitude warming due to Pert OHFC is also associated with decreased sea
ice area (contours, Figures 2a–2c and 2e–2g). In general, ice loss is greater in both hemispheres when the
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Figure 1. (a–d) Change in ocean heat flux convergence (OHFC) into the mixed layer (colors; in W m−2) and change in
sea ice concentration (contours at −0.1, −0.5, −0.9) between the preindustrial control (piC) simulation and the CO2
doubling (2XCO2_300yr) simulation, for the Antarctic in (a) December, January, March (DJF) and (b) June, July, August
(JJA) and Arctic in (c) DJF and (d) JJA. (e) Change in ocean heat transport in the mixed layer (2XCO2_300yr—piC; in PW)
in DJF (yellow), JJA (blue), and the annual mean (black).
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Figure 2. (a–c, e–g) Change in surface temperatures (colors; in K) and sea ice concentration (contours at −0.1, −0.3, −0.5, −0.7, −0.9) in DJF (Figures 2a–2c) and
JJA (Figures 2e–2g) in the SOM perturbation experiments: PertAtm (Figures 2a and 2e), PertOcn (Figures 2b and 2f), and PertAtm+PertOcn (Figures 2c and 2g).
(d, h) Zonal mean change in surface temperatures (in K) in DJF and JJA in the SOM perturbation experiments.

ocean response to CO2 doubling is imposed (compare PertAtm to PertAtm+PertOcn, Figures 2a and 2e to 2c
and 2g), with the spatial pattern of winter ice loss similar to that in the (fully coupled) 2XCO2_300yr experi-
ment (compare Figures 2 to Figure 1). Overall, there is greater sea ice loss in the Arctic than in the Antarctic
(a 17% reduction in Arctic sea ice area in PertAtm+PertOcn relative to PertAtm, compared to a 1% reduction
in Antarctic sea ice area). Ice loss in the Antarctic is modest because there is an increase in sea ice concentra-
tion over the Ross and Weddell Seas that compensates for ice loss around the rest of the continent (Figures 2b
and 2f).

At the surface, imposing Pert OHFC increases turbulent winter ocean-to-atmosphere heat fluxes closer to
the pole in both hemispheres, thereby delivering more heat to the near-surface atmosphere at the high lati-
tudes. Both sensible and latent heat fluxes are shifted poleward when the ocean response to CO2 doubling is
included (compare PertAtm+PertOcn to PertAtm, Figures 3a and 3b). As a result, the net ocean-to-atmosphere
energy flux decreases equatorward of 70∘N/65∘S and increases poleward in the NH/SH. This poleward shift in
the spatial pattern of the turbulent fluxes in winter mirrors the poleward shift in Pert OHFC relative to Cont
OHFC (compare SI section S4 to Figures 1a and 1d) and is consistent with spatial covariance between latent
heat fluxes and OHFC anomalies reported in previous studies (e.g., Sutton & Mathieu, 2002). Greater latent
heat fluxes also increase the fraction of the polar precipitation due to locally sourced moisture, which drives
a significant part of the polar hydrologic cycle change with CO2 doubling (Singh et al., 2017).

Table 2
Temperature Change (Polar, ΔTpolar, and Global, ΔTglobal) and Polar Amplification (ΔTpolar∕ΔTglobal) in
the PertAtm and PertAtm+PertOcn SOM Perturbation Experiments (Relative to C)

Experiment name Hemisphere (season) ΔTpolar ΔTglobal ΔTpolar∕ΔTglobal

PertAtm NH (DJF) 12.8 K (7.5 K) 5.1 K (2.5 K) 2.5 (3.0)

PertAtm+PertOcn NH (DJF) 13.4 K (8.2 K) 4.7 K (2.3 K) 2.8 (3.6)

PertAtm SH (JJA) 7.9 K (4.4 K) 3.8 K (2.9 K) 2.1 (1.5)

PertAtm+PertOcn SH (JJA) 7.2 K (4.2 K) 3.5 K (2.6 K) 2.1 (1.6)

Note. Polar regions are designated as poleward of 65∘N or S. Temperature changes and polar
amplification are given for ocean regions only in parentheses.
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Figure 3. (a, b) Surface fluxes (in W m−2), (c, d) top-of-atmosphere fluxes (in W m−2), and (e, f ) atmospheric energy transports (in PW; mixed layer OHT anomaly
in 2XCO2_300yr shown in pink for comparison) for DJF (Figures 3a–3c) and JJA (Figures 3d–3f ) in the SOM perturbation experiments (shown as the difference
from the Control SOM). For TOA fluxes (Figures 3c and 3d), both all sky (thick lines) and clear sky (thin lines) are shown for each of the experiments.

At top-of-atmosphere (TOA), imposing Pert OHFC decreases energy loss to space at the high latitudes. Includ-
ing the ocean response to CO2 doubling decreases the net upward TOA flux in both polar and subpolar regions
(compare PertAtm+PertOcn to PertAtm in Figures 3c and 3d). This decrease is mostly due, in polar winter, to a
decrease in the all-sky outgoing longwave radiative flux (OLR), implying a decrease in atmospheric tempera-
tures at the effective radiating level. The lone exception is poleward of 80∘N in the Arctic, where OLR increases.
In the NH, some of this reduction in the OLR can be attributed to greater cloudiness in PertAtm+PertOcn
relative to PertAtm, as Pert OHFC is associated with greater clear-sky OLR poleward of 70∘N (Figure 3c).

High-latitude meridional atmospheric energy transport (AET) changes compensate for the increased OHT
implied by Pert OHFC. In all experiments, AET decreases over high-latitude oceans in winter, with a greater
decrease in PertAtm+PertOcn relative to PertAtm (Figures 3e and 3f). In the Arctic, this amounts to a decrease
in AET of 0.15 PW, while the decrease in the Antarctic is nearly 0.30 PW. These decreases in the AET are
nearly equal and opposite to the increase in OHT implied by Pert OHFC (Figures 3e and 3f), indicating
near-perfect compensation between high-latitude ocean and atmosphere energy transport anomalies in
PertAtm+PertOcn (Bjerknes, 1964; Enderton & Marshall, 2009; Stone, 1978; Vellinga & Wu, 2008). Therefore, dif-
ferences in the AET change between the Arctic and Antarctic reflect the differences in the OHT change implied
by Pert OHFC. In the SH, the region of decreasing poleward AET is centered near 65∘S, coincident with the
region of increased OHT flanking the Antarctic continent; AET increases over the continent itself (Figure 3f ).
In the NH, on the other hand, the AET decline is centered near 70∘N, and extends to the pole, mirroring the
Arctic OHT change.
3.2.1. Feedback Analysis
To understand how Pert OHFC modifies high-latitude climates in winter, we perform a local radiative feed-
back analysis (as described in Armour et al., 2013), in which the feedback 𝜆X (𝜙) due to X at latitude 𝜙 is
computed as

𝜆X (𝜙) =
𝜕RTOA

𝜕X

|
|
|
|𝜙,p

ΔX(𝜙, p)
ΔTs(𝜙)

, (3)

where 𝜕RTOA∕𝜕X|𝜙,p is the local radiative feedback kernel (computed from the CAM3; see Shell et al., 2008),
Ts(𝜙) is the local surface temperature, and Δ denotes the difference between the experiment of interest and
Control.

Longwave (LW) temperature and cloud feedbacks contribute to increased winter high-latitude warming evi-
dent in PertOcn (Figures 4a and 4b), while the LW water vapor feedback plays a very minor role. In both
hemispheres, the lapse rate feedback is more positive over the polar regions in PertOcn relative to PertAtm,
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Figure 4. (a, b) Planck, lapse rate, surface albedo, longwave water vapor (WV, LW), shortwave water vapor (WV, SW), and cloud (SW and LW) radiative feedbacks
(in W m−2 K−1) in the SOM perturbation experiments (PertAtm in solid line, PertOcn in dashed line, and PertAtm+PertOcn in dotted line). Feedbacks are not
computed where the surface temperature change, ΔTs(𝜙), is less than 0.2 K, which it is at many extrapolar latitudes in the PertOcn experiment. (c, d) Zonal mean
potential temperature 𝜃 (in K) in the PertOcn experiment (lines) and its difference from the Control SOM (colors). (e, f ) Polar (poleward of 65∘N or 65∘S) vertical
temperature profile change (in K) between each of the SOM perturbation experiments and the control SOM. Shown for DJF (Figures 4a, 4c, and 4e) and JJA
(Figures 4b, 4d, and 4f ).

while LW cloud feedbacks are less negative (due to an increase in high clouds; see SI section S3). The high-
latitude lapse rate feedback is greater over the polar oceans in PertAtm+PertOcn than in PertAtm in both
hemispheres (by about 0.2 W m−2 K−1, an increase of 13%), though the effect is more pronounced in the NH
(resulting in ∼5 W m−2 decrease in OLR poleward of 70∘ N). The (negative) longwave cloud feedback, on the
other hand, is slightly less negative in PertAtm+PertOcn than PertAtm in the Arctic, but significantly more
negative in the Antarctic, reflecting the role of the SH cloud response in moderating the impact of Pert OHFC
there (see SI section S3).

The high-latitude lapse rate has been long identified as being crucial to polar-amplified warming (Manabe &
Wetherald, 1975). In the polar regions, reduced warming aloft relative to the surface decreases the ability of
the polar column to radiate energy to space locally and requires greater warming at the surface to compensate
(Bintanja et al., 2011). In PertOcn, the polar midtroposphere cools in both hemispheres in response to Pert
OHFC, which overlies the warmer surface (Figures 3c and 3d). Midlatitude and subpolar surface cooling in
PertOcn, brought on by less ocean heat convergence in these regions, are mixed by eddies along isentropic
surfaces to the polar midtroposphere (Laliberte & Kushner, 2013), decreasing AET (recall Figures 3e and 3f)
and cooling the polar cap aloft. This cooling in the polar midtroposphere is also apparent in PertAtm+PertOcn
relative to PertAtm (Figures 4e and 4f), reflecting cooler extrapolar regions in the former relative to the latter
(recall Figures 2d and 2h). Thus, Pert OHFC amplifies the high-latitude lapse rate feedback in the Arctic and
Antarctic by warming the surface while cooling the midtroposphere.

4. Discussion and Concluding Points

At quasi-equilibrium, CO2 doubling shifts the winter season OHFC poleward in both hemispheres: less ocean
heat converges in the midlatitudes and more ocean heat converges closer to the pole, coincident with the
retreat of sea ice. Using a slab ocean configuration, we have shown that this OHFC change shifts turbulent
ocean-to-atmosphere heat fluxes farther poleward, warms the high-latitude oceans, and erodes the sea ice
edge. At the same time, the midlatitudes and subpolar areas cool, and this cooling is propagated to the polar
midtroposphere; as a result, meridional atmospheric energy transport to the high latitudes decreases, energy
loss to space at TOA decreases, and the (positive) lapse rate feedback is enhanced.
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Our experiments directly show that ocean dynamics play a role in winter polar amplification with
quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling, a finding consistent with previous model intercomparison studies (Holland
& Bitz, 2003; Hwang et al., 2011). Changes in the OHFC instigate polar warming and extrapolar cooling, both
of which play a part in the distinct response of polar climates to forcings (recall Table 2). The vertical struc-
ture of the winter polar atmosphere, characterized by a strong surface inversion and decoupling between the
boundary layer and upper levels, tends to trap heat brought in by the ocean at the surface; simultaneously,
less warming aloft, linked to extrapolar cooling, decreases the effectiveness of heat loss to space.

Our results imply that the ocean response to CO2 doubling impacts high-latitude radiative feedbacks in winter,
particularly those due to lapse rate and clouds. While radiative feedbacks may be assessed as a proximate
cause of high-latitude climate sensitivity as in Pithan and Mauritsen (2014), these assessments do not reveal
the ultimate cause of strong local feedbacks, which may be a result of large-scale dynamics. We have shown
that an enhanced positive lapse rate feedback and, to a lesser extent, a diminished negative cloud feedback
both characterize a dynamic ocean response to CO2 doubling in which more heat is delivered into the high
latitudes by the ocean.

Though we find that ocean dynamics play a role in polar-amplified warming in winter, we emphasize that the
role is secondary to that of the atmosphere and the local oceanic mixed layer. Indeed, in the fully coupled
CESM, absorbed shortwave radiation over the Arctic polar cap in summer increases by over 0.7 PW with CO2

doubling; the OHT in winter, on the other hand, increases by less than 0.2 PW. For this reason, polar-amplified
warming with CO2 doubling and its attendant feedbacks are well approximated when the OHFC is held fixed
(i.e., as in PertAtm).

We propose a mechanism by which ocean and atmospheric energy transport have opposing effects on
high-latitude temperature amplification, as shown by Hwang et al. (2011). High-latitude ocean and atmo-
sphere energy transport changes compensate in both hemispheres: increased ocean heat transport into the
high latitudes is accompanied by decreased atmospheric energy transport. This partitioning of the energy
transport change between atmosphere and ocean, in turn, impacts polar amplification: when more energy
is transported poleward by the ocean and less by the atmosphere (as in PertAtm+PertOcn), there is greater
polar amplification. This suggests a fundamental difference between ocean and atmospheric energy trans-
ports into the high latitudes, in that excess energy brought in by the ocean is more effective at raising surface
temperatures than energy brought in by the atmosphere (see SI section S5; also see Cronin & Jansen, 2016).

Finally, we point out an important caveat of the interhemispheric parity we have noted in this study. Though
the change in OHFC is similar between the Arctic and Antarctic, and the impact of this OHFC change is similar
when imposed in the SOM framework in isolation, we have identified substantial nonlinearities in the response
of the Antarctic to the anomalous OHFC when CO2 is doubled. In particular, polar warming is muted in the
Antarctic when CO2 doubling and Pert OHFC are imposed simultaneously (i.e., PertAtm+PertOcn) because
of a decrease in clouds over the Southern Ocean not instigated when Pert OHFC is imposed by itself (i.e.,
PertOcn; see SI section S3). In the Arctic, on the other hand, the climate response to Pert OHFC is similar
between the preindustrial and doubled CO2 atmospheric states, and no such mitigating cloud feedback exists.
Many studies have highlighted model difficulties in simulating cloud cover over the Southern Ocean (see, e.g.,
Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2012) and during polar night (where accurate observations are difficult; see, e.g., Sassen
et al., 2008; Winker et al., 2010), which suggests caution in generalizing these results. Further studies on the
role of SH cloud feedbacks in high-latitude warming are required.

Several other caveats also remain. First, in the design of our study, we have treated Pert OHFC (i.e., the change
in the OHFC associated with quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling) as a forcing. In reality, the ocean response to
quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling depends on the atmosphere, ice, and land responses. Indeed, the covariance
between regions of OHFC decrease and sea ice retreat (recall Figure 1) suggests strong coupling between
these processes; studies that isolate a single system component are necessarily flawed. Second, we have
only considered the quasi-equilibrium ocean response to CO2 doubling, which has permitted us to consider
interhemispheric parity in the high-latitude climate response; the transient response is where significant
asymmetry between the hemispheres arises, given strong ocean heat uptake in the SH. Finally, we have
presented results from the CESM, a single state-of-the-art climate model. Study of other models may mod-
ify the conclusions presented here. Despite these caveats, our work shows that changes in ocean dynamics
impact the high-latitude climate system response to quasi-equilibrium CO2 doubling, with significant parity
between the hemispheres.
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